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ABSTRACT

Background: Carefully constructed, high quality multiple choice questions can serve as effective tools to improve standard of teaching. This item analysis was performed to find the difficulty index, discrimination index and number of non functional distractors in single best response type questions.

Methods: 40 single best response type questions with four options, each carrying one mark for the correct response, was taken for item analysis. There was no negative marking. The maximum marks was 40. Based on the scores, the evaluated answer scripts were arranged with the highest score on top and the least score at the bottom. Only the upper third and lower third were included. The response to each item was entered in Microsoft excel 2010. Difficulty index, Discrimination index and number of non functional distractors per item were calculated.

Results: 40 multiple choice questions and 120 distractors were analysed in this study. 72.5% items were good with a difficulty index between 30%-70%. 25% items were difficult and 2.5% items were easy. 27.5% items showed excellent discrimination between high scoring and low scoring students. One item had a negative discrimination index (-0.1). There were 9 items with non functional distractors.

Conclusions: This study emphasises the need for improving the quality of multiple choice questions. Hence repeated evaluation by item analysis and modification of non functional distractors may be performed to enhance standard of teaching in Pharmacology.
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INTRODUCTION

Systematic evaluation of student performance should be done regularly to improve student scores. Cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains of a student should be evaluated in the process. The cognitive domain can be assessed through different approaches like pen and paper based written examination, viva voce etc. Multiple choice questions (MCQs) are one of the common written test formats employed because questions can be set from a wide range of topics and they are easy to score too. However, there is always a chance for guessing and failure to credit knowledge which can reduce the validity of these tests. Hence, MCQs of high quality should be used so that students can put in a higher level of cognitive processing to answer them. Carefully constructed MCQs help in assessing higher order thinking skills. They also help in sampling broad domains of knowledge effectively and reliably. MCQs, therefore, can serve as an effective tool to assess student performance.

Quality of multiple choice questions can be found out using item analysis. It is a process which examines student's responses to individual test items, to assess the quality of items and the test as a whole. In addition to the quality of items, MCQ constructional skill of the examiner and poor items needing revision or deletion can also be recognised. It can also serve as an effective feedback tool to improve the standard of teaching. The difficulty index and the discrimination index can be computed doing an item analysis. Functionality of a distractor in an item can also be identified.
The difficulty index refers to the difficulty level of the respondents to identify the correct alternative among the available distractors and is indicated by the percentage of test population giving the correct answer for an item. Higher the difficulty index, the easier is the item.\textsuperscript{10,11} The discrimination index helps to identify the ability of an item to discriminate the high performers from low performers. The distractors offered in MCQ tests are also relevant because a distractor that is not opted by any of the test takers reduces the number of alternatives and increases the chances of guessing an item correctly.\textsuperscript{3,12} This study was done to get an idea about the quality of multiple choice question type examination conducted for dental students in pharmacology by determining the difficulty index, discrimination index and number of non functional distractors in the test items and thereby improve the question setting skills of the evaluator and the standard of teaching in Pharmacology.

**METHODS**

Short tests including few topics are routinely conducted for dental students in Pharmacology. One such short test of multiple choice question type was randomly picked up for item analysis. There were 40 single best response type questions with four options, one option being the key and other three being the distractors. One mark was allotted for each correct response. There was no negative marking. 50 minutes was the time allotted for the completion of the test. There were thirty evaluated answer scripts. Based on the scores, they were arranged in a descending fashion with the highest score on top and the least score at the bottom. Then they were divided into three groups. The upper third and lower third were included in the study and designated as high scoring group and low scoring group respectively. The middle third (10 answer scripts) was excluded from the study. The responses chosen by each student for every question was entered in Microsoft excel 2010. Difficulty index and Discrimination index was calculated.120 distractors were also analysed to find out the frequency with which they were opted by each student and the number of non functional distractors in each item was assessed.

Difficulty index= \[(H + L) / N\] x 100 [where H=Number of correct answers in high group, L=Number of correct answers in low group, N= total number of students].\textsuperscript{7,10} It denotes the percentage of students who have chosen the correct option. Higher the difficulty index, easier is the item. It ranges from 0-100%. It was graded as follows:\textsuperscript{7}

- 0-29%- Difficult
- 30-70%- Good
- 71-100 % - Easy

**Discrimination index**

\[(H-L) / N\] x 2 [where H=Number of correct answers in high group, L=Number of correct answers in low group, N= total number of students].\textsuperscript{7,10} It is the ability of an item to discriminate between high scorers and low scorers. It ranges from 0 to 1. Lower scores indicate poor discriminative capacity of the item. It was graded as follows: 7

- Less than 0 or negative - Very poor
- 0-0.19 - Poor
- 0.2 - 0.29 - Acceptable
- 0.3 - 0.39 - Good
- More than or equal to 0.4 - Excellent

Number of Non functional distractors per item: Any distractor that was opted by less than 5% examinees were taken as non functional.\textsuperscript{11}

**RESULTS**

40 multiple choice questions with a total of 120 distractors were analysed in this study. Total number of students were 20, 10 each in high and low scoring group respectively. Maximum marks for the test was 40. The scores for the test ranged from 5 to 27 marks.72.5% of the questions had a difficulty index ranging between 30-70%. The difficulty index was less than 30% for 25% items and 2.5% of the questions were easy as they had a difficulty index more than 70%. Mean±SD for difficulty index was 40.13±18.027 (Table 1).

**Table 1:** Distribution of items in relation to difficulty index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading of Difficulty index</th>
<th>Number of items, n (%)</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-29%</td>
<td>10 (25%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-70%</td>
<td>29 (72.5%)</td>
<td>40.13±18.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-100%</td>
<td>1 (2.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Distribution of items in relation to discrimination index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading of discrimination index</th>
<th>Number of items, n (%)</th>
<th>Mean±SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ 0 or negative</td>
<td>1 (2.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 0.19</td>
<td>11 (27.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 - 0.29</td>
<td>9 (22.5%)</td>
<td>0.268±0.2177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 - 0.39</td>
<td>8 (20%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 0.4</td>
<td>11(27.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discrimination index was poor in 27.5% items, acceptable in 22.5% items and good in 20% items. 27.5% of the items showed excellent discrimination between high scoring and low scoring students. One item had a negative discrimination index (-0.1). Mean±SD for discrimination index was 0.268±0.2177 (Table 2). All the distractors were functioning and effective in 31 items. However, non functional distractors were detected in 9
items. 1 non functional distractor was present in 7 items each. Two items contained 2 non functional distractors each (Table 3).

**Table 3: Number of items in relation to Non functional distractors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Non functional distractors / item</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, the item analysis of multiple choice questions was done to evaluate the difficulty index and discrimination index of 40 items. It was seen that 72.5% items had good difficulty index (30%-70%). The mean±SD for difficulty index was 40.13±18.027. This shows that majority of the questions were in the acceptable range i.e. neither too easy nor too difficult. 10 items were difficult and one item was easy for the students. The easy item can be framed in the beginning of the question paper to boost the confidence of the students. In another study conducted on 488 items, 56.96% items had a difficulty index ranging between 30%-70% , 23.3% items were easy and 5.53% were difficult. 10

11 items (27.5%) could excellently discriminate between high scoring and low scoring students as the discrimination index was more than 0.4. Eight items (20%) had a discrimination index ranging between 0.3 - 0.39 which was good.

However, 27.5% items had poor discriminating capacity. These questions should be looked into, revised or discarded. The discrimination index was negative in one question. This is not an ideal situation. This might be because of low scorers opting for the right option more than the high scorers. The high scorers would have thought more on the question and opted for a wrong answer. This item should be looked into for confusing words or wrong key and discarded. In a study in Karnataka, 20.49% items had excellent discriminating capacity. 10 15.77% items were good with a discrimination index ranging between 0.3-0.39. However, 31.96% items poorly discriminated high scorers from low scorers.

A total of 120 distractors were analysed in this study. There were no non functional distractors in 31 items. However, 9 items had non functional distractors. They should be analysed and emphasis should be laid on the right option during regular classes so that the students can remember it in future.

**CONCLUSION**

This study also emphasises the need for improvement in quality of MCQs. Repeated evaluation of multiple choice questions by item analysis and modification of non functional distractors can improve the quality of MCQs. Further, attending faculty development programs also can help the faculties to construct quality MCQs which will help as an effective tool to enhance the standard of teaching in pharmacology.
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